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for validity screening and initial valid-
ity and drug testing at the licensee 
testing facility, as permitted under 
§ 26.31(d)(3)(ii), or to test for additional 
drugs, as permitted under 
§ 26.31(d)(1)(i)(A), but only if sufficient 
urine is available for this testing after 
the specimen has been split into Bottle 
A and Bottle B. 

§ 26.115 Collecting a urine specimen 
under direct observation. 

(a) Procedures for collecting urine 
specimens must provide for the donor’s 
privacy unless directed by this subpart 
or the MRO or FFD program manager 
determines that a directly observed 
collection is warranted. The following 
circumstances constitute the exclusive 
grounds for performing a directly ob-
served collection: 

(1) The donor has presented, at this 
or a previous collection, a urine speci-
men that the HHS-certified laboratory 
reported as being substituted, adulter-
ated, or invalid to the MRO and the 
MRO reported to the licensee or other 
entity that there is no adequate med-
ical explanation for the result; 

(2) The donor has presented, at this 
collection, a urine specimen that falls 
outside the required temperature 
range; 

(3) The collector observes conduct 
clearly and unequivocally indicating 
an attempt to dilute, substitute, or 
adulterate the specimen; and 

(4) A directly observed collection is 
required under § 26.69. 

(b) Before collecting a urine speci-
men under direct observation, the col-
lector shall obtain the agreement of 
the FFD program manager or MRO to 
obtain a urine specimen under direct 
observation. After obtaining agree-
ment, the collector shall ensure that a 
specimen is collected under direct ob-
servation as soon as reasonably prac-
ticable. 

(c) The collector shall explain to the 
donor the reason for direct observation 
of the collection under paragraph (a) of 
this section. 

(d) The collector shall complete a 
new custody-and-control form for the 
specimen that is obtained from the di-
rectly observed collection. The col-
lector shall record that the collection 
was observed and the reason(s) for the 

directly observed collection on the 
form. 

(e) The collector shall ensure that 
the observer is the same gender as the 
individual. A person of the opposite 
gender may not act as the observer 
under any conditions. The observer 
may be a different person from the col-
lector and need not be a qualified col-
lector. 

(f) If someone other than the col-
lector is to observe the collection, the 
collector shall instruct the observer to 
follow the procedures in this para-
graph. The individual who observes the 
collection shall follow these proce-
dures: 

(1) The observer shall instruct the 
donor to adjust his or her clothing to 
ensure that the area of the donor’s 
body between the waist and knees is 
exposed; 

(2) The observer shall watch the 
donor urinate into the collection con-
tainer. Specifically, the observer shall 
watch the urine go from the donor’s 
body into the collection container; 

(3) If the observer is not the col-
lector, the observer may not take the 
collection container from the donor, 
but shall observe the specimen as the 
donor takes it to the collector; and 

(4) If the observer is not the col-
lector, the collector shall record the 
observer’s name on the custody-and- 
control form. 

(g) If a donor declines to allow a di-
rectly observed collection that is re-
quired or permitted under this section, 
the donor’s refusal constitutes an act 
to subvert the testing process. 

(h) If a collector learns that a di-
rectly observed collection should have 
been performed but was not, the col-
lector shall inform the FFD program 
manager, or his or her designee. The 
FFD program manager or designee 
shall ensure that a directly observed 
collection is immediately performed. 

§ 26.117 Preparing urine specimens for 
storage and shipping. 

(a) Both the donor and the collector 
shall keep the donor’s urine speci-
men(s) in view at all times before the 
specimen(s) are sealed and labeled. If 
any specimen or aliquot is transferred 
to another container, the collector 
shall ask the donor to observe the 
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